
EXPLAIN HOW AND WHY GERMAN SOCIAL

The people, language, and traditions are what make the German culture unique. It has had a key role in the history of
Europe, and not only. English speakers.

You will also find out about the social security number and how to get one before your first day of work â€”
just read onâ€¦ Happy reading! Both men and women wear dark simple suits and shirts in business context. It
is a federal system Germany is made up of 16 states. To date, charges have been filed in only one case
involving the bribery of foreign government officials since the changes in German law were enacted to
comply with the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. While the country's big beer bash is called "Oktoberfest,"
its starts each year on a Saturday in September and ends 16 to 18 days later, on the first Sunday in October. On
the other hand the developers of the communist theory Marx and Engels were also Germans. In principle, if
you worked in two countries, for example, you will receive pension payments from two countries. Specialized
courts hear cases related to administrative , labour , social, fiscal and patent law. Germany remains one of the
economic powerhouses of Europe, contributing about one-quarter of the eurozone's annual gross domestic
product. Here's an example how it could go if someone offers the du: Mike: "Lisa, das it meine Freundin Anne
Meyer. Trains arrive and leave on time to the minute, projects are carefully scheduled, and organisation charts
are meticulously detailed. The Carnivals have a long history in Catholicism, while today they are celebrated
by street parades of people wearing costumes and masks. Under certain circumstances, this is indeed possible.
In Germany, but predominantly in the German-occupied areas , the systematic genocide program known as the
Holocaust killed 11 million, including Jews, German dissidents, disabled people, Poles, Romanies, Soviets
Russian and non-Russian , and others. Transparency Deutschland, the German Chapter of Transparency
International, sees a national corruption register as one of its main goals in Germany, closely followed by
Freedom of Information legislation at Federal and State level, and a speedy ratification of the UN
Anti-Corruption Convention placing bribery of parliamentarians on the same level as bribery of public
officials. This Basic Law, as it is known, makes the courts the most powerful arm of the state. Elections are
held every four years The first federal election in post-war West Germany was held in  Expats are also eligible
to get into private schemes, and continue pay them, even if they go abroad again. English speakers call it
Germany, Germans themselves call it Deutschland. It is the place where laws are drafted. That means that we
are scheduled to have a new one in September  By , Germany was the dominant power on the European
continent and its rapidly expanding industry had surpassed Britain's while provoking it in a naval arms race.
Same thing. They are the second largest beer consumers in Europe, after the Czech. Main article: Foreign
relations of Germany Germany is a member of the European Union and the Eurozone Germany maintains a
network of diplomatic missions abroad and holds relations with more than countries. The pensions insurance
in Germany makes sure that you get paid pension once you retire. How do I get a German social security
membership? Bratwurst, a form of sausage, is closely associated with German food. Schweinshaxe braised
pork hock and Saumagen pork stomach are a couple of traditional pork dishes. However, each region of the
country have their own traditional costumes, which differ a bit from one another. The country is Europe's
second most populous after Russia, with more than 80 million people, according to the World Factbook. The
government is still split between two cities While Berlin has remained the capital of a German state
continuously since it was the capital of East Germany during the Cold War , the capital of West Germany
during the Cold War was the small city of Bonn. Romani, which is an indigenous language, Turkish and
Kurdish are also spoken. West Germany was rearmed in the s under the auspices of NATO but without access
to nuclear weapons. Whereas today, Germany is home to  Alternatively, drop into an office of the German
pension insurance. Baroque architecture arrived in Germany in the 18th century, and a lot of building as the
Wurzburg Residence or the Augustusburg Castle have survived through time until today, and are among the
tourist attractions that gather a lot of tourists.


